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Abstract: This paper explores the security of a single-stage residue number system (RNS) pseudoran-
dom number generator (PRNG), which has previously been shown to provide extremely high-quality
outputs when evaluated through available RNG statistical test suites or in using Shannon and single-
stage Kolmogorov entropy metrics. In contrast, rather than blindly performing statistical analyses on
the outputs of the single-stage RNS PRNG, this paper provides both white box and black box analyses
that facilitate reverse engineering of the underlying RNS number generation algorithm to obtain
the residues, or equivalently key, of the RNS algorithm. We develop and demonstrate a conditional
entropy analysis that permits extraction of the key given a priori knowledge of state transitions
as well as reverse engineering of the RNS PRNG algorithm and parameters (but not the key) in
problems where the multiplicative RNS characteristic is too large to obtain a priori state transitions.
We then discuss multiple defenses and perturbations for the RNS system that fool the original attack
algorithm, including deliberate noise injection and code hopping. We present a modification to the
algorithm that accounts for deliberate noise, but rapidly increases the search space and complexity.
Lastly, we discuss memory requirements and time required for the attacker and defender to maintain
these defenses.

Keywords: pseudorandom number generator (PRNG); residue number system (RNS); reverse
engineering

1. Introduction

The purpose of encryption is to secure information from reverse-engineering attacks,
which attempt to recreate the plaintext by analyzing the ciphertext. Every cipher has the
potential to be reversed through brute force, though most applications are so large that such
an attack would require too much time or resources to be worthwhile. Thus, many attacks
aim to reduce the search space of a brute-force attack. Attacks with malicious intentions
remain a threat to modern-day cryptosystems, and much work is carried out to ensure that
a cipher is resistant to such attacks. In 1972, the U.S. Department of Commerce initiated
a program to create the Data Encryption Standard (DES) in response to the Brooks Act,
which required a new set of standards for Federal government computers [1]. Many attacks
on DES have been published, the most notable being in 1999 by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation and distributed.net. Their DES cracker was able to attain a DES key in 22 h,
a much quicker proposition given today’s computing resources [2]. To replace the DES,
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reviewed data from two rounds,
conferences, and public opinion to declare the algorithm Rijndael, created by the Belgian
cryptographers Vincent Rijmen and Joan Daemen, as the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [3]. The algorithm had low time and memory requirements, and it was one of the
easiest algorithms to protect against attacks at the time [4]. Though attacks now exist
for AES (such as side-channel attacks and biclique attacks [5,6]), it is still deemed secure
enough to encrypt top-secret information in the U.S. federal government [3,7].
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Though secure in many implementations, AES is not a viable solution to every ap-
plication. Hardware constraints may prevent use of cryptographic algorithms such as
AES due to speed or energy consumption, and thus other algorithms must be considered.
The Internet of Things (IoT), which leverages communication between physical objects
without human interaction, is becoming increasingly popular with modern devices used in
everyday applications such as smart devices and healthcare that require a minimal level
of security [8]. For example, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are small sensors used to
record physical conditions such as pressure, temperature, and audio. WSNs are used in a
variety of applications that span from medical implants to devices used to prevent natural
disasters [8,9]. Another application of security solutions to low-cost devices is in smart
devices, in which technology advancements are being made in securing stored personal
information, such as credit card data and personal information. Given their larger internet
connectivity, confidentiality is becoming a concern for the general public [10]. In these two
scenarios of smart devices and WSNs, devices are limited in memory storage and spell out
CPU power and are often implemented in remote areas, meaning that traditional security
mechanisms are not suitable for these devices [11]. In response to the increasing need for
information security in hardware-constrained devices such as the ones previously listed,
the term lightweight cryptography describes algorithms and methods that optimize security
in low-cost devices. In particular, lightweight primitives describe the building blocks in the
methods to protect information on resource-constrained devices.

Securing resource-constrained devices is challenging due to the increased vulnerability
of lightweight primitives to cryptographic backdoors, or attacks [12]. A popular example of
such a backdoor was an attack in 2013 on the Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit
Generator, or DUAL_EC_DRBG, which was deemed secure by NIST as CSPRNG [13–16].
Backdoors have also targeted hashing algorithms: for example, Albertini et al. created a
backdoor on SHA 1, a variation of the Secure Hashing Algorithm (SHA), which was desig-
nated as RFC 3174 standard by NIST [17]. Bannier and Filial also published a backdoor
on the BEA-1 algorithm, a simpler version of AES [18]. There is an increased initiative for
security researchers to study lightweight backdoors, and in 2018, NIST announced a call for
algorithms for a lightweight cryptography standardization process [19]. The target devices
that the candidate algorithms will be applied to are embedded systems and sensor net-
works, especially RFID tags such as the EPCGlobal Gen2 [20] and the ISO/IEC 18000-63 [21].
Thus, lightweight cryptography is a new and important objective in security, and much
work is being carried out to prevent attacks on lightweight primitives. This paper focuses
on the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG), a type of lightweight primitive that
provides a source of randomness in applications; in particular, our primary use case is that
of transmission security in wireless sensor networks, where additive noise (discussed later)
typically corrupts an attacker’s observation of the signals, although the same PRNG may
be a viable compromise as a building block for some low-power cryptographic applications
without the resources to employ more complex algorithms. A variety of systems and algo-
rithms rely on random number generation to provide an element of uncertainty or security
within their chosen applications. Random number generators (RNG) generally bifurcate
into categories for True RNGs, which rely on naturally occurring entropy sources (e.g.,
temperature variations [22], oscillator time variations [23], quantum parameter observa-
tions [24], or ambient RF noise [25]) for their random generation, and PRNGs, which employ
deterministic algorithms to calculate sequences of pseudorandom numbers.

TRNGs offer truly non-repeatable random bit streams, yet can be severely limited
in their rate of production due to the entropy of the underlying physical process [22,26].
While a few higher throughput approaches [27] have been identified, TRNG outputs
cannot be replicated at a secondary location, requiring key transfer mechanisms [28] or
alternate methods when applying to a coherent application such as cryptography or digital
communications. As a result, PRNGs are more commonly used in practice: these algorithms
can be exceedingly simple, such as an irreducible polynomial calculation with a random
seed [29], or exceedingly complex, such as an output of the Advanced Encryption Standard
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(AES) algorithm in cipher block chaining feedback mode [30]. Specific designs for PRNGs
range from combining cellular automata of different dimensions [31], linear feedback
shift registers (LFSR) [32,33], calculations produced from the chaotic Hénon map [31,34],
residue number system (RNS) arithmetic combined with the Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) [35], and large matrix operations [36]. Composite PRNGs with variational processes
such as precession have also been constructed for increased security as used in the Global
Positioning System (GPS) [35]; these combining process employ techniques such as bit-
wise XORs, Galois extension fields [37], the CRT, or hashing functions [38]. This paper
focuses primarily on the class of PRNGs that compose small polynomial computations
over mutually prime rings, which are subsequently combined into a single multi-bit PRNG
output word, via the CRT.

Given the vast quantity of RNGs [39,40], some PRNGs are better suited than others
for specific applications. RNGs in transmission security (TRANSEC) [41,42], cryptogra-
phy [43,44], spread spectrum [45], steganography [46], and other types of secure commu-
nications require high-quality RNGs that can be coherently duplicated and synchronized
at a distant end, or coupled with computationally expensive side channel methods for
key exchange [28]. The vulnerability in these security-oriented applications is a risk to the
underlying data being processed, stored, or transmitted, which may be obtain if the RNG
can be duplicated [47] or reverse engineered [48]. The rate of entropy required for these
secure communications applications can be many Gigabits per second, eliminating most
TRNGs. Applications of RNGs in non-security arenas, such as Monte Carlo simulation
parameters [49] and lattice-based field theory [50], need only adhere to good statistical
behaviors, consistent with the tests provided by the NIST RNG test suite [51] and FSU
DIEHARD suite [52].

Beyond statistical measures, the quality of a PRNG is also determined by the suscepti-
bility to attacks used to reverse engineer its operation. A PRNG involved in a cryptographic
algorithm does not add to its system’s security if the generator can be reverse engineered in
reasonable time. Further, the attacks and methods to reverse engineer the [usually known]
deterministic PRNG process often arise after the PRNG is in place, impacting the security
of all previous data transported via the system [53]; even our best algorithms [54] possess
identified vulnerabilities as future computing methods become available [55]. A variety of
reverse-engineering attacks have been developed to target the underlying PRNGs used
in various systems. Attempts to reverse engineer LFSR structures proved successful as
early as the 1980s [56,57]. Attacks on the GPS Civilian/Acquisition (C/A) code are rou-
tinely taught using the Berlekamp–Massey algorithm [53]. Other attacks and protections
have been devised for the use of PRNGs in semi-coherent processing, merging the efforts
of deterministic cryptographic processing with noisy signal processing [58]. Additional
statistical tests can also be expanded by maps involving the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of a
system [59] to translate time sequences of outputs into conditional probabilities between
output states. Reverse-engineering techniques are also used to attack other systems of
varying designs and applications. For example, insertion attacks applied to ANSI X9
standards that employ DES and AES algorithms have been proven effective under certain
conditions [60]. Another attack developed for a Vernam cipher, a steganalytic approach
to hide messages in images, combines a brute-force search with parallel programming to
extract and later reconstruct hidden information [61].

After a reverse-engineering technique is established, one may try to strengthen a sys-
tem against this attack through harder-to-implement encryption techniques, such as RSA
or Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). A potentially simpler solution involves deliberately
introducing noise in the output values that the system creates. Noise derived from natural
occurrences can affect output values to the point of over-complicating reverse-engineering
algorithms. Deliberately introducing noise in ciphertexts and classic cryptosystems such as
DES has already been discussed in both the cases in which noise is added before (extrin-
sically) or after (intrinsically) the encryption process [62,63]. Intentionally injecting noise
into PRNG systems specifically has been explored and implemented for a signal [58,64,65].
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In this paper, we apply this technique to strengthen a PRNG system from a certain reverse-
engineering attack.

In this paper, we develop a specifically tailored reverse-engineering attack on the
single-stage RNS-based PRNG [66] that incorporates a modified version of the CRT (mCRT)
as well as a surjective modulo map to obfuscate outputs from reverse engineering. A def-
inition of the system parameters and PRNG construction are provided in Section 2. In
Section 2.4, we extend the basic concept of a Kolmogorov entropy metric to create a multi-
dimensional frequency analysis and state mapping under which we are able to reverse
engineer the initial state (i.e., key) of the PRNG efficiently provided knowledge of the over-
all system’s state transitions. This discrete “corner-turning” approach uses joint frequencies
that sufficiently reduce the search space required in the reverse-engineering process. We
demonstrate these techniques through white box attacks on a toy example and Matlab
simulations for an Internet of Things (IoT)-caliber RNS generator to gauge the improve-
ment over brute-force attacks in Section 3.2, prior to presenting a reverse-engineering
approach that permits identification of RNS parameters (but not key) efficiently in black
box testing for arbitrarily large RNS constructions. It should be noted that, while this
reverse-engineering attack succeeds at the RNS generator described in [66], the associated
vulnerability has already been addressed via dynamic behavior of the RNS structure as
shown in [67]. In Section 3.4, we explore defenses for the RNS-based PRNG. First, we
introduce how noise, in the form of slight changes in output values, affects the efficiency of
the attack technique. We then modify the reverse-engineering algorithm to adapt to the
presence of noise by proposing fallback options when errors are introduced. Following
this, we explore time and code hopping: common signal protection techniques that can
be applied to the PRNG for further security. This discussion sets up simple and large
examples of the PRNG and demonstrates the deterministic reverse-engineering algorithm.
Overall conclusions and extensions to future work are then provided in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

The PRNG we investigate involves a series of steps that utilize several mathematical
tools, mainly a modified CRT step and modulo arithmetic. These mathematical tools are
described in Section 2.3. To support these discussions, we define a mathematical model
of the RNS construction and underlying assumptions as presented in [66] to better offer a
context for the reverse-engineering process involving the RNS-based PRNG.

2.1. System Description

The described algorithm is based on a single-stage RNS-based digital chaotic cir-
cuit previously defined using Galois field arithmetic [66]. This system does not rely on
any higher-level algebraic techniques and will be described through simple mappings
and permutations.

A set of pre-determined primes

P = {p0, . . . , pn−1},

with multiplicative characteristic
M = Πn−1

l=0 pl

are utilized in a series of steps throughout the algorithm.
For each prime, pi ∈ P , the vector X = σ(pi) permutes the elements of {0, . . . , pi − 1}.

The resulting sequences σ(pi) are used to define a state at time index i, denoted as a vector
~Xi of length n, where

Xi[l] = Xi[l mod pi], (1)

and 0 ≤ l < M.
Next, we apply a step similar to the Chinese Remainder Theorem (see Section 2.3 for

a discussion of the mathematical tools) that combines the values within each state vector.
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This step, called the modified Chinese Remainder Theorem step (mCRT), creates the vector
~Y of length M, where

Y[l] =
n−1

∑
i=0

Xl [i]
M
pi

(mod M). (2)

The modified version of the CRT eliminates the additional calculations of rotational
constant

(
M
pi

)−1
(mod pi) that is utilized in the original Chinese Remainder Theorem,

while maintaining the security of the overall process. Combined, the vector values of ~X
form an exhaustive permutation of ZM.

The final step is a surjective mapping process that implements a modular reduction
in the values in ~Y to a field of much smaller size 2k. We assume that P consists only of
odd primes, ensuring that M is not divisible by 2. The final output is a vector ~Z of size
M, where

Z[l] = φ(Y[l]) = Y[l] (mod 2k). (3)

A depiction of this RNS process, where each prime field is represented by a distinct
gear in a composite set that rotates in unison over time, and subsequently aggregated
via the mCRT process into an observable output sequence is shown in Figure 1, with a
consolidated summary of mathematical operations shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. A visualization of the RNS PRNG computations.

Table 1. Descriptions of the mathematical computations in Figure 1.

Label Description

Xl Xi[l] = Xi[l mod pi] = σl(pi)

mCRT Xl [i] = Y[l] ·
(

M
pi

)−1
mod pi

Y[l] Y[l] = ∑n−1
i=0 Xl [i] M

pi
mod M

Z[l] Z[l] = φ(Y[l]) = Y[l] mod 2k

φ Surjective mapping ZM → Z2k

2.2. Assumptions and Goals

The PRNG’s resilience to potential attacks that are designed to reverse engineer the
system is an important measure of its quality. An algorithm that successfully reverse
engineers the PRNG state could significantly influence the value of this system in any
application. In this analysis, we aim to construct such a process. A reverse-engineering
attack on this PRNG relies on some core assumptions. First, we assume that we have
complete knowledge of the system’s process and parameters as outlined in the previous
section for a white box system attack. Understanding the system description, especially
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the map φ, allows us to utilize expected frequency data in the proposed technique. We also
assume knowledge of the set of primes P , the permutations σi’s, and the output vector
~Z. In Section 3.3, we relax this assumption significantly and demonstrate how to extract a
rotated version of such information from a black box attack. Additionally, we assume a
priori knowledge of expected L-dimensional frequency data, i.e., the amount of transitions
of the form Zl [i], Zl [i + 1], . . . , Zl [i + L] for an integer value L. While this list of assump-
tions may sound extreme, the underlying assumption for IOT-caliber devices is that an
attacker has, or will gain, physical access to a unit that can only afford to protect the key.
While practical to obtain such data using brute-force techniques for M / 248, which covers
many IoT applications, and subsequently use to efficiently reverse any newly chosen key
value, larger RNS constructions (e.g., M ≈ 2256) can be reduced to significantly less than
brute-force searches using these techniques.

The goal of the reverse-engineering process is to determine the initial state ~X[0].
Since the states are determined by the known permutations σi, identifying any state at a
specific index l is sufficient to successfully reverse engineer the entire system. It is also
important to note that the CRT step is easily reversible since it is a bijection on ZM. Thus,
the main goal of the present analysis is in reversing φ, i.e., identifying one pair (Yl , Zl) in
which φ(Yl) = Zl .

There are exactly M potential values that the function φ maps to any given vector value
of ~Z, allowing for brute-force attacks utilizing ZM as the search space. Most applications
of this system, however, are resilient to these attacks due to the time required to test
every value of ZM for large M. Expected frequencies of output range Z2k , calculated from
the surjective map φ and permutations σi, potentially give enough insight to reduce this
search space. Our proposed attack outlined in Section 3 explains how examining multi-
dimensional frequencies can reduce the brute-force search space to reverse engineer the
PRNG efficiently.

2.3. Mathematical Tools

In this section, we focus on the constraint on state index l. With each passing time
step, the lth component of X[l] accesses the value of the l (mod pi)th component of σ(pi).
One can view this changing of values as a rotation of a gear whose pi teeth are labelled in
the order of its corresponding pi-characteristic permutation. Considering every component
of X[l] as l varies, we envision the components of X[l] shifting in tandem. In our analogy,
the gears representing each prime also turn in lock step with every passing time value.
However, their different sizes guarantee that the aggregate gear construction does not
repeat until the least common multiple of P , which is equal to M since pi ∈ P have no
common divisors. Figure 2 provides a visual of this alignment. If the gears originally align at
X[0], the gears will realign after M cycles, the least common multiple of the primes, rotations.
We thus attain periodicity of X[l] values, as X[0] = X[M], or generally X[l] = X[l (mod M)].

Figure 2. A visualization of permutations σ(3), σ(5), and σ(11) as gears. At each time increment,
the gears turn clockwise by one tooth. After M = 165 iterations, the initial value (2,0,1) realigns.
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We also consider the reversibility of the calculations involved in the system description.
The first of these steps, generating X[l] for 0 ≤ l < M, is simply reversed by computing
each permutation’s inverse. The reversibility of this initial step allows some leniency in an
attack, as isolating any state X[l], regardless of l, is enough to reverse engineer the PRNG.
Equation (2) is a modification of the original Chinese Remainder Theorem, defined by

Y[l] =
n−1

∑
i=0

xi[l]
M
pi

(
M
pi

)−1

(mod pi)

(mod M). (4)

The above equation is easily reversible by computing its output modulo each prime.

Equation (2) modifies the CRT by removing the operation of multiplying inverses
(

M
pi

)−1
.

Removing this operation also transfers this step to the calculation used to reverse Equation (2):
given output Y[l], we determine the corresponding X[l] by

Xi[l] = Y[l] ·
(

M
pi

)−1
(mod pi). (5)

The original CRT applied to every combination of n components, each chosen from
σi(pi), produces every element of ZM uniquely once. Thus, applying this formula to
calculate ~Y produces a permutation of ZM. Replacing this formula with Equation (2)

creates a different permutation of ZM, as the inverses
(

M
pi

)−1
are bijective rotational factors

that scramble the permutation on M elements generated by Equation (4). This scrambling
is trivial to reverse. In Section 3, we shift our focus to reversing the final surjective mapping
φ—we create a mathematical model of a potential attack utilizing expected frequencies of
Z[l] component values.

Measures of Randomness

Shannon entropy [68] is used to describe the amount of uncertainty in a variable’s
potential outputs. This metric has been used to analyze entropy in various disciplines,
including thermodynamics, data compression, and cryptography. The Shannon definition
of entropy quantifies the memoryless predictability in an event. In particular, the Shannon
entropy of a random variable α with a finite number of values is defined by

H(α) = −∑
i

pi logn pi, (6)

where pi is the probability of the event αi, The Shannon entropy provides a randomness
evaluation assuming that there is no relationship between output values. An adaptation
of this metric is the Kolmogorov entropy [69], which conditions probability based on
knowledge of prior outputs. This entropy is defined by

H(α|β) = ∑
j

Pr[β = bj] · H(α|β = bj). (7)

In this equation, α and β are finite random variables, and pi is the conditional proba-
bility Pr(α = ai, β = bj). The Kolmogorov entropy will be referenced throughout the paper
when a quantitative description of entropy is needed.

2.4. RNS-Based PRNG Attacks

The attack on φ relies on expected frequencies of Z[l] component values. The frequen-
cies of Z2k elements in Z[l] can be generated without knowledge of the initial state X[0]
by successively “stacking” the values of ZM into 2k bins according to their value mod 2k.
Each bin represents the preimage of an element of φ’s codomain Z2k , i.e., the brute-force
search space of each component value Z[l] in ~Z. Since 2k cannot divide M, this one-
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dimensional frequency analysis produces a “near uniform” distribution in which some
elements of Z2k appear at a frequency of one higher than others [70].

When conducting a brute-force attack on small systems, one would benefit from
this analysis: the brute-force search space for some components of ~Z is slightly smaller
than that of others. For large values of M, the difference between these search spaces is
insignificant, and a one-dimensional frequency analysis is unhelpful in an attack. In a
two-dimensional frequency analysis, we calculate frequencies of conditioned transitions
from Z[l] to Z[l + 1]. The resulting histogram is not uniform, and we hope to extract more
information from this mapping exploiting this non-uniformity. In particular, any transition
with a frequency of one uniquely identifies the resulting state since there is only one state
capable of following that pattern. Unfortunately, for larger M values, it is unlikely that any
transition appears exactly once in a two-dimensional analysis. If uniformly distributed,
we anticipate a per-bin two-dimensional density of ≈ M

(2k)2 . Extending this approach,
we then examine L-dimensional frequencies, which calculate frequencies of transitions of
Z[l − L + 1], to Z[l − L + 2], etc., up to Z[l]. We continue performing multi-dimensional
analyses until we arrive at a bin with a small enough transitional frequency for a brute-force
search in reasonable time. The expected density (if uniform) of the L-dimensional bin is
thus ≈ M

(2k)L = M
2kL , corresponding to a string of L successive output observations. Once we

have isolated a state, and thus successfully reversed φ, we can easily translate to a chosen
number of states in the past or future to obtain the initial state.

To visualize this analysis for larger dimensions, we envision this process as a corner-
turning algorithm, in which every corner turn represents a higher-dimensional frequency
analysis, cumulatively representing a data structure of size (Z2k )L. The contents of each
hallway behind each door value make up the brute-force search space represented by
the corresponding transition. Figure 3 illustrates the one-dimensional (L = 1) frequency
analysis, which is essentially a histogram on Z2k with base axis represented by the doors in
the main, darker hallway. At this point of the analysis, we know the contents behind each
door, but we do not have access to their placements within the lighter hallways.

Figure 3. A one−dimensional (L = 1) frequency analysis is visualized as one “hallway” in the
corner-turning process.

Suppose the number of values behind each door, i.e., the size of the brute-force search
space, was too large. Figure 4 shows an example of a two-dimensional analysis in which
we focus on transitions 0→ Z[l + 1], therefore turning the corner represented by Door “0”
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in the previous dimension. Thus, we are now aware of the search space corresponding to
transitions 0→ j, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 2k − 1.

Figure 4. The two-dimensional (L = 2) analysis represents turning a corner. We are lead into a
hallway that distributes the search space Φ−1(0) into smaller batches.

Conducting a three-dimensional analysis is analogous to turning a second corner.
Figure 5 presents an example in which we enter the hallway labeled 2k− 1. This corner turn
illuminates the search space corresponding to transitions 0→ 2k − 1→ j, where 0 ≤ j < 2k.
Utilizing the corner-turning illustrations allows us to visualize the frequency analyses and
known search spaces for higher dimensions. Under the assumption of near-uniformity
over Z2k , each dimension crossed (or corner turned) reduces the brute-force search space
by a factor of 2k. Even for large examples, each corner turn is expected to greatly reduce
the amount of time required to reverse engineer the system. We test this hypothesis in the
next section, in which we apply this method onto two tangible examples.

Figure 5. Three-dimensional (L = 3) visual of the corner-turning process, assuming the turns 0, 2k − 1.

3. Results

In this section, we detail the experimental results of applying the reverse-engineering
process in concrete examples. We first implement the proposed attack on a toy example
(M ≈ 27.4) to provide a better understanding of the system and reverse-engineering process.
We then conduct the reverse-engineering algorithm with a larger simulation M ≈ 234 to
illuminate the effectiveness of the proposed attack on scale of many IoT devices (i.e., 32 bit
keys); that approach is reasonable to extend to sizes on the order of M ≈ 248, at which
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point memory and processing constraints of a brute-force search exceed bounds of present
day hardware. Using the approach on larger examples can be used to reduce the space of a
brute-force search by the similar 232 to 264.

3.1. Toy Example

First consider an example with a small set of primes,P = {3, 5, 11}, n = 3, and M = 165,
where the overall output is reduced to a 3 bit value, k = 3. The arbitrarily selected
permutations, σi(pi), are

σ0(3) = (1, 0, 2)

σ1(5) = (0, 1, 3, 2, 4)

σ2(11) = (2, 9, 1, 0, 4, 6, 7, 10, 3, 5, 8),

The initial state of this system is < 1, 0, 2 >, and the states X[l], 0 ≤ l < 165, are tabulated
in Table 2. The states of the system are also represented visually by the gears in Figure 2. Table 2
also tabulates intermediate calculations (applying Equations (2) and (4)) in the CRT output
and Y[l] columns. The final mapping process utilizes the function φ : Z165 → Z23 , where

φ(Y[l]) = Y[l] (mod 8). (8)

The output values of this mapping are tabulated in the last column of Table 2.

Table 2. Data from the toy example.

l ~Xl CRT Output Y[l] Z[l]

0 < 1, 0, 2 > 145 85 5

1 < 0, 1, 9 > 141 3 3

2 < 2, 3, 1 > 23 59 3

...
...

...
...

...

163 < 0, 2, 5 > 27 141 5

164 < 2, 4, 8 > 74 32 0

We have successfully set up the PRNG with the given initial state and permutations.
Next, we reconstruct the initial state given the assumptions described in Section 3.

3.1.1. Toy Example: Implementing the Attack

Reverse-engineering this system assumes knowledge of P , all permutations σi(pi),
the mapping process φ, and output vector ~Z. As explained in Section 2.3, we focus on
determining a pair (Y[l], Z[l]) in which φ(Y[l]) = Z[l].

The modular setup of the surjective mapping process allows us to construct a his-
togram of one-dimensional frequency data of coordinate values from output vector ~Z.
Creating this histogram is analogous to placing each element of Z165 into 8 bins (columns)
corresponding to its value modulo 8, shown in Figure 6. Each bin therefore represents the
brute-force search space for each element of Z23 .

This histogram is not uniform, as 23 does not divide M = 165; three of the search
spaces are smaller by one value. From this one-dimensional analysis, we find that three
of the brute-force search spaces are smaller than the others. We can also visualize the
one-dimensional analysis in terms of the corner-turning algorithm. In this case, the bins
are represented by hallways branching off the main, one-dimensional hallway shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Labelled histogram

Figure 7. A one-dimensional visualization of reverse engineering the toy example.

Though any of the bins are small enough to administer a brute-force attack on any
vector value of ~Z, values labelled 5, 6, or 7 have somewhat smaller search spaces. How-
ever, we have not yet isolated a single state, so we implement a two-dimensional fre-
quency analysis.

A two-dimensional analysis evaluates the frequencies of transitions of vector values
Z[l− 2+ 1] to Z[l− 1+ 1]. We display these frequencies via the joint histogram in Figure 8,
where, for example, the bin in position 3 along axis n and position 2 along axis m represents
the amount of transitions represents the amount of transitions 3→ 2.

Observing the histogram, there are several transitions of frequency one, highlighted
in dark blue. We focus on the bin representing the transition 0→ 0. Since this transition
only happens once, the transition corresponds with the ~Y vector value 30, and we have
successfully reversed φ. Conducting the two-dimensional analysis represents a corner
turn. Since we focus on the transition 0 → 0, we turn the corner labelled “0”. Turning
this corner reveals a hallway with doors with occupancy one-specifically, the door labelled
“0”, representing the isolated transition corresponding to the ~Y vector value 30. Figure 9
provides a visual of the second corner turn.

Since we have isolated a single state, we have successfully reversed φ and therefore
reversed the PRNG example once that output sequence (Z[l− 1], Z[l]) is observed. Even in
the scenario where the number of corner turns chosen does not result in a single unique
element, the remaining set of elements represent a significantly pruned search space for
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subsequent trials; we will revisit this reverse-engineering approach, which assumes a priori
knowledge of the state transitions, after discussing a larger example.

Figure 8. Expected two-dimensional transitional frequency data of toy example outputs,
shown through a surface plot histogram.

Figure 9. A two−dimensional frequency analysis of toy example output ~Z component values.

3.1.2. Analysis of Toy Example Attack

Reverse engineering the toy example system is feasible via an exhaustive search over
M = 165 elements due to its simplicity. Our reverse-engineering algorithm, however,
allows us to reverse engineer any initial condition within 2–3 observations of the PRNG
output. In the next section, we show how our attack even further reduces the time required
for an exhaustive search on a larger, more realistic system.

3.2. Implementing PRNG on IOT-Caliber Example

To expand upon that analysis, we explore the approach on a larger example, using a
four-prime RNS sequence generator that has a repetition period of approximately 233.7:

P = {251, 257, 467, 479},

and
M = Π4

i=1 pi = 14, 429, 764, 351.
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In this example, rather than arbitrary permutations, we replace the bijective maps
with irreducible digital chaotic polynomials with generating functions fpi . To further
simplify the discussion and show applicability, we choose to use the same irreducible
chaotic polynomials used in [66]. The functions

fp1=251(x) = 3x3 + 3x2 + x + 39
fp3=467(x) = 3x3 + 3x2 + x + 15

fp2=257(x) = 3x3 + 3x2 + x + 110
fp4=479(x) = 3x3 + 3x2 + x + 233

(9)

generate the bijective maps for this example. We set the initial state as < 0, 0, 0, 0 >.
State generation and mCRT steps are then calculated to produce ~Y, and the final mapping
φ : ZM → Z24 .

We then used a script to calculate all M iterations of the sequence generator. Prior to
this, look-up tables were generated for each prime, based on the polynomials above, to re-
duce computation time by exploiting the known repetitions of the pi-adic polynomial
calculations, similar to the gears depiction of Figure 2. An (L = 4)-dimensional data
structure, with each dimension sized 2k, was created before the sequence is generated.
Overall, this data structure is of size 2Lk. This structure has no effect on computation
time, but represents how much storage space is used to retain L-dimensional histograms,
each consisting of 2k bins. As the script iterates through the sequence generator, it main-
tains a sliding window of size L and increments the corresponding coordinate in the
L-dimensional structure. Depending on the choice of L for the script, the structure can
keep track of L turns at a time. This can also be viewed in context of the corner-turning
example from the toy example. Figure 10 provides a visual of the sliding window and
corner-turning method used in the script. The last 4 outputs of the sequence generator are
reported as [1, 5, 10, 3]. The script then traverses through the four-dimensional structure as
depicted with the corner turns, and increments this state to represent a known state that
achieves that output state transition pattern.

Figure 10. A visualization of the sliding window and respective current state used in the large example.

The larger example was run with k = 4 and L = 4. While the initial run-time
of the algorithm requires ≈30 h to brute-force compute all states with M ≈ 33.7 bits.
Once the conditional states are catalogued (a one-time investment) using one core of an
Intel processor, the structure generated by the script, which was 57 GB, reduces the search
time for any individually observed 4-state sequence by M

2Lk , requiring approximately 18 s.
The only trade-off is the storage space required to maintain this data structure. Furthermore,
by examining a single-state, one can maintain a record of each iteration for which that
state was incremented (i.e., retaining a linked list of the elements on ZM rather than just
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tallying a count), and be able to calculate subsequent turns without increasing the variable
L in the script. By knowing the iteration number and the prime polynomials, one can then
compute subsequent numbers generated to further prune the search space. For example,
the state < 14, 10, 14, 11 > is incremented first at iteration 85,375 of the sequence generator.
From this, the current location in each prime’s LUT can be found as < 35, 51, 381, 113 >,
respectively. The next value of the sequence generator is then found to be 14, giving us
insight into the next state to be incremented as well as the next corner turned for the current
state. Given a specific sequence such as the one used above, we can begin to isolate the
initial condition by calculating further values and pruning the states from the structure
that do not take the same turns. For each additional turn, m, calculated, the search space
is reduced by a factor of 2k. As shown in Figure 11, the sequence chosen to isolate is
< 14, 10, 14, 11, 1, 12 >. Initially, the conditional entropy measured is ≈7.99. After the
first 2 turns, displayed in the first graph, the bins are uniformly distributed, revealing no
information about the initial state, but the entropy has decreased substantially to 0.0625.
The next 2 turns, shown in the second graph, reduces the search space by 216, and begins
to display slight variation in the distribution amongst the bins, but the conditional entropy
has decreased to a fraction of what it was at the start. An additional 2 steps has reduced the
overall search space to 887 items, which can be brute-force searched quickly, but there is a
trade-off with processing time and memory storage. The last two steps have reduced our
search space to find a single state that will produce the given sequence, shown in the last
graph. We have isolated the one and only sequence starting index capable of achieving the
observed output pattern, and thus have found the unique pair that maps φ(Y[l]) to Y[l],
and therefore have the initial state/key of the PRNG. Equation (10) sums up the above
analysis for reducing the overall search space. Given a structure of size L = 4 and k = 4,
we only need an additional m to reduce our search space to a unique solution. With a
change in k and L, we would only need to change our the number of m steps taken to find
a unique solution.

Remaining Search Space ≈
3

∑
m=0

M
2k(L+m)

(10)

Figure 11. A visualization of the pruned search as it converges on a single state.

3.3. Extending to Even Larger Examples

The previous examples make a significant, though often unrealistic, simplification
in that we assumed prior knowledge and tabulation of the state transitions. Such an
assumption is likely feasible for an RNS system where M < 264, yet the efficiently scalable
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design of the RNS generator makes it far easier to expand to M ≈ 2256, at which point
exhaustive analysis is infeasible. Our bounding at 264 is based on the lengths an attacker
is to go to if the one-time brute-force attack is extensible to all other devices using that
PRNG, effectively amortizing its cost. Further, observation of the output (mod 2k) limits
our visibility into the component outputs Z[l]; we turn to the reverse engineering of those
component values first and subsequently address the larger reverse-engineering problem.

As a variation on a chosen plaintext attack, consider a scenario where we have physical
access to the RNS generator, can choose the input state, and can observe the aggregate
output state Z(l) = ∑n−1

i=0 Zi[l], but have no insight to the individual component values
Zi[l]. We may set the input state value to all zeros (X =~0), at which point, we will receive
an output observation Z[~0]. By incrementing a single input state component, which is
equivalent to making a leap forward in code space of M

pi
steps if incrementing the ith

input, i.e.,

~0→ X[
M
pi
]→ X[2

M
pi
] . . .→ X[(pi − 1)

M
pi
],

we may obtain the additive offsets of each component value {Z[0], Z[M
pi
], Z[2 M

pi
] . . . Z[(pi − 1)M

pi
]}

by subtracting the baseline Z[~0] output (mod 2k).

~Zi = {Z[0], Z[
M
pi
], Z[2

M
pi
] . . . , Z[(pi − 1)

M
pi
]} − Z[~0] (11)

Repeating this operation for all primes, {pi}n−1
i=0 , results in a total of ∑n−1

i=0 pi chosen
plaintext inputs to map out the entirety of the RNS lookup tables. Even without prior
knowledge of the primes P , observation of the repeating pattern will enable derivation
of the sub-cycle lengths and subsequent calculation of all RNS system parameters (P , M).
To simplify the discussion, consider a re-formatted series of (11) with dual indices indicating
which prime i is in use followed by element within that series, where

~Zi = {Zi,0, Zi,1, Zi,2, . . . , Zi,pi−1} − Z[~0].

The collection of these vectors then are direct outputs of the entries in the lookup
tables and/or the component contributions to the overall composite output Z[l], and thus
we have reverse engineered σi(pi)∀i. Further, the unknown initial state of the system
under test (returning to the operational RNS system where only the aggregate output is
observable), ~X0, may be represented in each of these pi-length component vectors as a
rotation in the states.

~Z∗i (si) = {Zi,si , Zi,si+1, . . . , Zi,pi−1, zi,0, zi,1, . . . ,

Zi,si−1} − Z[~0]

Recognizing that these sequences repeat in time, this permits transforming the previ-
ously discussed corner-turning algorithm into a series of L equations (all calculated modulo
2k) that may have multiple solutions, equating to all valid states producing a length L
string of observed outputs for Z[l − L + 1] . . . Z[l]; when only one unique solution to the
series of equations exists (increasing L incrementally), then the unique origin state X[~0] has
been identified.
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n−1

∑
i=0

~Z∗i [si − L + 1] (mod 2k) = Z[l − L + 1]

n−1

∑
i=0

~Z∗i [si − L + 2] (mod 2k) = Z[l − L + 2]

...
n−1

∑
i=0

~Z∗i [si] (mod 2k) = Z[l]

3.4. RNS-Based PRNG Defenses and Perturbations

In this section, we discuss two techniques to defend against the reverse-engineering
method in the previous section: (1) purposefully injecting noise and (2) redesigning the
system to include code hopping. These low-cost defense strategies further complicate the
attack method and increase the computation time required to implement an attack. We also
briefly consider the phenomena of time hopping, which is ultimately shown to present
little additional security against an attack.

3.4.1. Noise

This subsection discusses a practical defense for this system: the intentional applica-
tion of noise. Two types of deliberate noise in modern cryptographic systems have been
explored in [63]: intrinsic and extrinsic. The former is noise applied prior to encryption and
the latter is noise applied post-encryption. In this case, we analyze the effects of intrinsic
noise. Though it does not completely defeat the attack described above, it can increase
complexity and computation time when reverse engineering to the point where it is no
longer worth attacking. While there are naturally occurring cases of noise in encryption
systems; such as bit corruption or signal noise during transmission, this paper discusses
deliberate modification of the sequence’s outputs to interfere with reverse-engineering
attempts. In this context, noise is defined as a ±1 adjustment to the output, Z[l]. From the
intended receiver’s perspective, there exists a few cases from which they would have
knowledge of the noise and be able to recover the correct outputs. The first is knowledge
of the initial state used in the sequence generator by the transmission device. The receiver
could then calculate outputs as well and compare those with the ones received, fixing
any noise as needed. While this would require additional computation from the receiving
device, the sequence generating algorithm is efficient and would not consume many re-
sources. An addendum to this is strict knowledge of the PRNG used to apply the noise.
The receiver would synchronize their PRNG to the transmitting device with a session key.
After receiving data they would perform the inverse operation to the received sequence to
remove any noise as shown in Figure 12.

Consider the case when the receiver does not know the algorithm, but knows the
probability of noise being applied to an output. In this case, the receiver must implement
the attack algorithm to find the initial state of the sequence generator. In this case, they
would need to maintain a sliding window of outputs that would be used to reverse engineer
the original state. However, in this scenario, they would not have to attempt to remove the
noise and increase the number of reverse-engineering attempts to a maximum of 3L. Given
a small enough probability and large enough window size, they could confidently recapture
L outputs and rerun the algorithm assuming noise had not been applied. For example,
given a probability of 1% and a window size of 10 outputs, if the receiver does not get the
correct state, they can just record 10 more outputs and recalculate. The chance of noise
being applied in the next 10 outputs is slim enough that it is more efficient to recapture a set
of values instead of attempting to search and rectify the noise themselves. In the event of a
single error, as shown in Figure 13, with a low probability, the attacker could implement
the same strategy mentioned above. However, with a high enough probability, such as
20% given a window size, L, of 10, the attacker would need to modify the deterministic
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attack algorithm (Section 2.4). The receiver would need to have knowledge of the sequence
generator’s initial state and noise PRNG to efficiently receive and decrypt messages.

Figure 12. A communication system block diagram of the transmit-receive devices generating an
RNS sequence and applying/removing noise to the outputs.

Figure 13. Fishbone diagram displaying a visual of the possible output branching when a single ±1
error occurs.

To further increase complexity, consider the case when the sender introduces multiple
errors in close proximity, the attack algorithm would then need to be adjusted to account
for these. One solution is to brute force every possible value, deterministic and stochastic,
in each dimension L. Depending on the value of k, this substantially decreases the search
space. Given a value of k = 4 and the noise offset at ±1, with the potential of multiple
errors, the adjusted attack algorithm requires the attacker to examine 3 values at each
dimension L instead of 16. If the range of noise increases while the value of k stays the
same, the search space dramatically increases. The intended receiver would need to know
the initial state and the strength of noise, or the algorithm for applying noise to the outputs.

3.4.2. Code Hopping

A second potential perturbation that can challenge the attacker’s efforts is “code
hopping”, in which the designer periodically changes the permutation parameter of the
system during its implementation. In the current PRNG, this technique can be thought
of as executing r original systems (as described in Section 2.1), S0, S1, . . . , Su, . . . , Sr−1.
Each of these systems are defined with the same parameters with the exception of different
permutations σu,i for each prime, where u ranges from 0 to r, and i continues to range
from 0 to n− 1. The permutations that distinguish each of the r systems from each other
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can be determined through the Fischer-Yates shuffle [71,72] on each of the original prime
permutations σu,i(pi) involved. The designer then selects discrete time values t0, t1, . . . , tr−1
to partition the integer values 0 through M into time intervals designated for each system,
with default value t0 = 0. Between the time steps tu and tu+1, the results from system
Su will be recorded as output values. Each change in prime permutations during a jump
from tu to tu+1 represents a distinct code hop. Figure 14 illustrates an example of a code
hopping system with r = 2. Note that the “right hand side” of the drawing is unchanged
from Figure 1, illustrating that the change lies only in the permutation parameters.

Figure 14. An example of code hopping with three different sets of parameters, where α, β, and γ

represent the top clockwise orderings α1, α2, . . . α9, etc.

The reverse-engineering assumptions expand those stated in Section 2.2. We assume
that the attacker has access to all the system’s parameters (excluding the initial condition),
as well as the permutations for each system Su and the time values of the code hops
t0, . . . , tr−1. The attack described in Section 3 is not altered when restricted to any of
the output values for one particular system Su. However, when performing the reverse-
engineering process on the entire M output values, the attacker must repeat the up front
brute-force algorithm for every one of the r systems implemented.

Adding a code hopping component to the RNG algorithm increases the computational
complexity on the attacker’s end without costing as much time for the designer. To deter-
mine the time required for the RNG designer to implement a system, we profiled the code
for the RNG system (using the Fisher–Yates shuffle to generate the required permutations)
as a first order estimate of the maximum number of clock cycles required for external
memory access.

The code profiling process reveals that inserting code hops into the PRNG introduces
an additional Fisher–Yates loop embedded into the code for the RNG system that is re-
implemented each code hop. The original system implementation, with a linear time
complexity in each of n (number of primes), pi ∈ P (number of elements in each RNS
component), is now repeated (r + 1) times to account for r code hops. Total processing
scales with

Time ∝ (r + 1)
n−1

∑
i=0

pi ' r · n ·mean(P) clock cycles (12)

is brought up to polynomial time O(n2) by introducing a code hopping component. To put
the this into perspective, we calculate the required number of clock cycles used to imple-
ment the realistic example presented in Section 3.2. Implementing 100 code hops on a
system with four primes requires 1.94× 105 clock cycles, showing that adding the code
hopping component does not greatly increase the time required to implement the RNG.
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Along with time complexity, we must also quantify how much memory consumption
a code hop consumes from both the attacker’s and designer’s perspectives. When imple-
menting the original PRNG system, dlog2(maxP)e represents the amount of bits needed
to store the largest of the permutations σu,i(pi). Unlike the analysis for time complexity,
however, the memory component needed to store information does not depend on the
number of code hops: in fact, the memory needed for a system with multiple code hops
needs only twice the amount of memory: for the current set of permutations and the new
set. Since the total number of permutations necessary to store is ∑n−1

i=0 pi, the number of
bits of memory required to implement a system S with r code hops is

ζmem =

{
dlog2(maxP)e ∗∑n

i=1 pi r = 0
2dlog2(maxP)e ∗∑n

i=1 pi r > 0
(13)

In Section 3.6, we also quantify the time complexity and memory requirements for an
attacker to reverse engineer a code hopping system.

3.4.3. Time Hopping

Another perturbation that could add complexity to the PRNG is time hopping. In this
case, the defender would simply reset the PRNG at a different initial state, overwriting X[~0]
to X[l + y], y ∈ Zm. Unlike code hopping, this does not modify the permutations of the
individual primes, but just modifies the current position in the sequence. This perturbation
is visualized in Figure 15. While simple to compute for the defender, it would not be
worth implementing as the defender would need to hop frequently. Based on the attack
algorithm described above, the attacker only needs to capture a window of values to
reverse engineer the initial state. Even if the defender hopped at a period of at least 1 less
than the window size, the attacker would have reduced the search space sufficiently that
completing the reverse-engineering efforts would be trivial. Although, coupled with the
other perturbations in a complete system, it could add another layer of complexity.

Figure 15. An example of time hopping, where α, β, and γ represent the original counterclockwise
orderings α1, α2, . . . α9, etc. The original permutations are not modified during a time hop, but each
permutation is essentially rotated, as shown by the gears.

3.5. Modified RNS Attack to Account for Noise

With the addition of noise, the attack algorithm described in Section 3 does not obtain
the true initial state of the sequence generator every time. This section discusses the
changes required for the algorithm to account for single and multiple errors, as well as the
validation process demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Modified RNS Attack for a Single Error
Input: k, L
L← dlog2 Me

k ;
for L to 1 do

if L == dlog2 Me
k then

Calculate X[l];
Observe next v outputs;
if Initial State is Accurate then

break
end

end
Apply +1 offset to output at L;
Calculate X[l];
Observe next v outputs;
if Initial State is Accurate then

break
end
Apply −1 offset to output at L;
Calculate X[l];
Observe next n outputs;
if Initial State is Accurate then

break
end

end

This description discusses in greater depth the algorithm shown in Figure 16, the
modified RNS attack when a single error is present. On the start of the algorithm, L is set

to dlog2 Me
k . When L is ≈1, this is the lowest dimension or last output value recorded that

is required to reverse engineer X[l]. On the first iteration of the for-loop, since this is the
lowest dimension, the deterministic case is tested. The algorithm calculates X[l] without
applying any offset to an output. Following, it executes a validation subroutine where
it seeds their sequence generator with the calculated state, then compares n additional
outputs with the calculated to a desired assurance. Given a single wrong output, the
calculated state is wrong. Following, it attempts to find the error by inverting the offset.
It does not matter which path is tested first, but for this algorithm, a +1 offset is tested
first. The algorithm then calculates X[l] given an adjusted output and performs the same
validation subroutine. Given a wrong state, the algorithm then tests a −1 offset. If neither
of these result in the correct state, the algorithm steps up a dimension to the previous
output and repeats the offset tests. Refer to Figure 13 for a visual of the single-error output
possibilities. If found to be false, the algorithm steps up another dimension L and repeats
these steps until it reach the highest dimension. This always return the correct initial state.

In the deterministic case, the search space at any dimension L can be calculated as
M

2kL . Based on the modifications to the attack algorithm, the addition of noise triples the
search space for every dimension at and below the modified output in the sliding window.
A maximum of 3L outputs must now be considered. In the case of multiple errors per
window, the attack algorithm must be modified again. As depicted in Figure 17, as each
output has the possibility of a ±1 offset applied, so do each of these branches. In this case,
the algorithm described above would not always guarantee the correct answer. In this
example, it could be a ternary tree with height L, giving us a maximum of 3L+1−1

2 cases
to check.
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Figure 16. A flow diagram showing the modified RNS attack algorithm when a single error is present.

Figure 17. Multi−error case.

The defender can adjust a variety of parameters to increase the complexity of reverse-
engineering attempts. The strength of noise, m, can also be increased. In a single-error,
case the attacker would need to check mL sets, mL+1−1

2 in the multi-error case. As k
decreases, capturing additional outputs have less of an effect on reducing the overall search
space, requiring the attacker to increase L and observe additional values, v, to validate
the output.

The result can be validated by calculating additional sequence outputs past the win-
dow captured and comparing them with the received. The accuracy of each additional
output can be treated as an independent event as the sequence generator has maximal
entropy. The attacker can seed their sequence generator with the calculated initial state
and generate their own outputs, comparing them with the received. After observing v
additional outputs that equal theirs, the accuracy is 1− 1

2k
v
.

3.6. Analysis of RNS-Based PRNG Defenses

We aim to measure the effectiveness of the code hopping PRNG defense technique
introduced in Section 3.4. The attack presented in Section 3 is altered by the change in
permutations during a code hop, and we cannot use the traditional Kolmogorov entropy to
determine the quality of a code-hopping RNS system. Therefore, we revert to other methods
to quantify the quality of a RNS system with code hops. In this section, we establish
formulae that measure the effectiveness of a code hopping RNS system against the reverse-
engineering attack in Section 2.4 in terms of time complexity and memory.
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We first compare the time complexity for the designer to that of the attacker (νtime).
This is carried out by a ratio of the implementation times for both perspectives. The benefit
of implementing a RNG system with r code hops is therefore represented by

µtime ≈
RNG processing

reverse-engineering processing
∝

(r + 1)∑n−1
i=0 pi

(r + 1)Πn−1
i=0 pi

=
∑n−1

i=0 pi

M
. (14)

A small ratio µtime reveals that the computation complexity required to attack the
system far exceeds the complexity required to create such a system, and thus this describes
an efficient code hopping implementation in preventing the attack described in Section 2.4.
Simply by increasing the number of primes inP , the computation burden shifts significantly
towards the attacker, since they can no longer amortize a one time search over all operations.

Next, we quantify the quality of an RNS system based on memory requirements on
the designer vs. attacker. The memory requirement for the designer is given by ζmem in
Section 3.4.2. On the other hand, maintaining the structure of the reverse-engineering
process for the attacker requires

νmem = 2kL ∗ M
2kL ∗ dlog2 Me = M ∗ dlog2 Me bits. (15)

Thus, the efficiency of the memory requirement benefits for the system designer is a
ratio of the attack vs. defense memory requirements, given by

µmem =
2 ∗∑n

i=1 pi ∗ dlog2(maxP)e
M ∗ dlog2 Me . (16)

We test this ratio on three examples. The results of this analysis are displayed in
Table 3. The first example is based on the toy example in Section 3.1. Since the primes
were small and not many primes were used, the memory requirements of the attacker
and designer are both relatively low. The example with n = 4 is based on the example in
Section 3.2 with four larger prime values. Increasing the values of the primes raises the
memory requirement of the attacker. However, when generated, the attacker only needs
18 additional seconds of computation to find the initial state of the seq. generator. We finally
test the system on a more realistic implementation with 16 large prime values. The memory
requirement is much larger as opposed to the small increase in ζmem, and µmem decreases
to almost zero. This implies that small increases in n and max(P) lead to large decreases
in µmem, and the memory requirement of the attacker far exceeds the slight increase in
memory required for a designer to implement a system with r code hops.

Table 3. Analysis of time and memory requirements of varying sizes of RNS.

n Max P ζmem νmem µmem µtime,r=100

3 11 132 1216 0.1 ≈20.2

4 479 25,893 4.9× 1011 5.3× 10−8 ≈1.29× 10−5

16 1021 242,038 5.7× 1049 4.2× 10−45 ≈2.73× 10−33

24 2003 126,229 7.66× 1061 1.65× 10−57 ≈1.26× 10−53

We have shown in this analysis that the time complexity and memory requirement
for the attacker exceeds that of the designer. Though the smaller examples, such as
those demonstrated previously, do not show much difference between the attacker’s and
designer’s time and memory specifications, larger realistic examples show that the attacker
requires much more memory and time to reverse engineer a system than a designer requires
to implement it. As the designer of an RNS system, the best strategy is to employ a large
number of small primes in addition to code hopping. Executing code hops can be utilized
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as a method of complicating the reverse-engineering process introduced in Section 3,
and therefore this defense technique has the potential to deter an attacker from attempting
the attack.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Through this paper, we introduced a PRNG, based on a residue number system
construction, with applications in TRANSEC, cryptography, and other types of secure com-
munications. Examples show a non-uniform distribution of conditional output frequency
data, highlighting vulnerabilities in the system. We use these frequencies to model an attack
to reverse engineer the PRNG, assuming system knowledge and access to output data. Due
to the multi-dimensional nature of this attack, we explain this attack as a corner-turning
algorithm, in which each turn represents a higher dimension reached and a large reduction
in the search space. Multiple examples were implemented to clarify this process.

Though the attack makes strong assumptions about the candidate attacker’s knowl-
edge of the underlying RNS generation methods, such an approach is consistent with
hands-on exploitation of a hardware system implementing the RNS algorithm. The reverse-
engineering method reduces the brute-force search space by a factor of 2Lk with every
higher dimension reached within the algorithm. Trade-offs are presented based on RNS
size (one-time brute-force processing increasing with M, stored memory allocations on the
order of 2kL) and associated processing time for initial and subsequent reverse engineering
of newly programmed states. We validated this phenomenon by implementing the attack
on a >32 bit example, which is representative of keys in use with many IoT applications.

Work is continuing to identify better ways to solve this series of equations, with the
potential for reduced resolution sequences (small k, large L) expected to offer a rapid
method for reducing the search of potentially valid initial states. One such concept is a
quantum computer that can search these offsets simultaneously, while others are being
further explored. In general, we anticipate each increase in L to reduce the overall search
space by 2k, suggesting a residual search space of size ≈ M

2Lk . While quantum comput-
ers are not currently sophisticated enough to attack the the single-stage system faster
than conventional computers, we anticipate that the properties of quantum superposition
could likely be used to efficiently derive intermediate outputs equivalent to the multi-
dimensional histogram discussed in this paper, yielding a faster path towards reverse
engineering the initial state of the RNS PRNG. However, if future work demonstrates
that a quantum computer is required to efficiently attack an IoT device, and that compu-
tation on the quantum computer must be repeated once per code-hop, the system likely
wins the cost analysis/computational analysis for the forseeable future. Future work
also includes utilizing these techniques in the presence of noise or with multi-stage RNS
generators [67]. Noise, or uncertainty in outputs, obscures expected frequency data and
places a limit on the dimensions available in our analysis. Even the natural occurrence
of noise can restrict our view of the sequence generator output, consequently impairing
reverse-engineering attempts.
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